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2021 is off and running and as would be expecting Downtown is
seeing a resurrgence from the effects of Covid. In this special
edition of our downtown market report we analyze data from
Placer.ai comparing the Second Quarter of 2020 to the First
Quarter of 2021 to understand consumer patterns.
PREPARED BY:
JONATHAN ACEVES, CCIM, MBA

706.294.1757
JACEVES@MEYBOHM.COM
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WE TRACK THE DOWNTOWN MARKET TO
HELP YOU MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS
GIVE ME A CALL TO DISCUSS OR W/ QUESTIONS

Market Overview

By Jonathan Aceves

MARKET OVERVIEW
The Downtown market is off to strong start! As I and the rest of the brokers on my team all live
in Downtown’s Olde Town neighborhood, the Central Business District is near and dear to our
hearts! It’s great to see so much excitement around the growth downtown, and to hear and be
a part of new developments and announcements.
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STATE OF DOWNTOWN

The Multifamily market is expanding quickly, with 647 Class-A apartment units announced and
under development. Millhouse station, developed by the Iveys, should be delivered soon.
“The Standard”, developed by ATC and located at 12th and Greene, has been announced and
will bring 140 additional units downtown. “The Atticus”, located on the hallowed site of the
former Sandwich City, will bring 54 units to Ellis Street. King Mill, with a whopping 240 units, is
progressing and slated to start construction soon. Michael Osbon announced development of
Month Net
58 units on the 1200 block on Broad next door to the12Marbury
Center. 647 additional class-A
Absorption
SFwill have an immediate
apartments will surely fuel demand for restaurants
and retailin
and
impact on street life downtown.
Vacancy Rate

4.9%
1.1%

Downtown’s retail sector has seen substantial change in the past few months, with many
available buildings such as 1208 Broad and 641 Broad under
contract and retailers hunting for
12 Month
Rent
Growth
space to purchase and expand. Developers are moving
forward
with plans to bring new
business Downtown, such as Shawn Weight’sTacocat, Jay Klugo’s redevelopment of the
Woolworth’s building, and Shawn Mosley’s redevelopment of the old Rexall Drug building into
Emil’s—a self-serve coffee/bar concept.
The office market has seen some changes, with the Lamar building under contract, and the GA
cyber center announcement of construction of a third Cyber Center building. Tech jobs
continue to come downtown, and I think we will hear some exciting announcements in the
coming months as developers scramble for sites.
It’s a great time to live in Augusta, and we at Meybohm Commercial are proud to play as small
part in the peace and prosperity of this great city. Thanks for reading our market report, and we
hope it’s a benefit to you.
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COVID-19 Analysis

By John Eckley

COVID ANALYSIS
To state the obvious, this represents a unique time in our nation's history. We've all been affected by
Covid in one way or another. Our city has had to weather its fair share of challenges as well. As our nation
and city awake and even begin to hit their stride again, we thought it an apt time to analyze the trends
related to Covid in the city of Augusta in particular. Please note that while we admittedly aren't data
scientists, as commercial brokers, we are regularly having conversations with those most affected by the
pandemic, small business owners. We also have access to data that most others do not, so we thought
we'd share what we could. To do so, we used Placer.ai, a highly specialized consumer data tool that uses
anonymous credit card and cell phone data, and compared the first quarter of 2021 to the second quarter
of 2020 (one of the times of peak Covid impact). Let's dive in!
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STATE OF DOWNTOWN

In looking at the data, the number of consumers alone is a telling number, going from 123K last year to
now 200K, a nearly 63% increase. The estimated number of visits ramped back up even further, going
from 233K to 440K, a nearly 89% increase. (Of course, keep
mind this
12in
Month
Netdoesn't account for seasonal
activity changes.) The hourly visit trends reflect this, asAbsorption
you can visibly
see the number of visitors making
in SF
appearances in downtown storefronts being cut in half due to Covid in what are typically peak consumer
hours. The "gold" visits trend line shows the visits that took place during Q2 of 2020. The uptrend coming
out of the initial Covid shutdown is clear. It's easy to glossVacancy
over data,Rate
but seeing these numbers hover so
low for so long is a reminder of the trauma that so many have experienced, both as business owners and
individuals.
12 Month
Rent Growth

4.9%
1.1%

Placer only tracks patterns and can't really speak to the amount of money that individuals are spending.
The length of stay is a window into the amount of time that consumers spend in a store. We all know
intuitively that how much time we spend in a location correlates with the amount of money we ultimately
spend there. In looking at these numbers, it's clear just how much shorter consumer visits were to
downtown stores during the height of Covid compared to where they are now. As you make your way to
the right side of the graph, the proportion size of the gold bar to the blue bar reduces, meaning consumers
just weren't staying as long in places of business last year.
As a commercial broker working and focused in the downtown area, I can say anecdotally that the amount
of interest we're seeing in downtown Augusta right now is really encouraging and feels akin to the fervor
we were seeing prior to Covid. It has taken time, but here's to hoping that we've finally turned the corner
for good. Augusta is still just realizing some of its incredibly great potential, and I'm hopeful that 2021 can
be that next jumping-off point toward greater things to come.
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1216 Broad St.
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FEATURED PROPERTIES

Built in 1911, this three-story Broad street building with over 20,000 SF of space has been family occupied and
owned since the 1930’s and now available for sale. Commonly referred to as the Daitch Building, the first floor offers
8,664 square feet of retail space that is currently divided into a retail/showroom space in the front with offices,
restrooms and prime access for visitors and shoppers on the prime 1200 block of Broad Street and has a
warehouse space in back. The second floor is 8,664 sq ft, and currently used for storage. The third floor is a 3,150
square foot historic shell, ready for renovation, with the original historic elements such as mantles and pocket
doors intact. This building qualifies for Historic Tax Credits & Opportunity Zone programs.

926 Broad St.

6,000 SF (circa 1926) building in Historic Downtown Augusta. This well-maintained historic building features a new
roof and electrical . Consisting of two stories of primarily large open rooms, this building could serve a variety of
purposes including office, retail, or function very well as a restaurant. The ground floor (approximately 3,500 SF)
currently features a large open room with two stair cases, and is connected to the back room area that features a
smaller open room, and an office space. The second floor (approximately 2,500 SF) features a large open room on
the front half of the building with various smaller rooms on the back half. This building would qualify for state and
federal historic tax credits. Additionally, the building is located in a federal opportunity zone.
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822 Broad Street

305 Eighth St.

11,136 SF building in Augusta consisting of three
stories, with a mezzanine in the rear of the first floor,
and ideal offices on the second and third, this would
be ideal for retail or office redevelopment. The ground
floor is currently used as record store, and the top two
floors are not occupied. The building is located in a
historic district and a renovation of this building would
qualify for state and federal historic tax credits.

3,912 SF for sale on Eight St. in Augusta, GA. The
property has heart pine floors throughout, pitched and
recently recoated roofs, masonry exterior, tongue-andgroove ceilings, a recently installed-but-not-connected
fire sprinkler system, a freight elevator, and access to a
10' rear alley that provides access to rear of building.
Half of the second floor and all of the second has been
gutted. Amazing historic property.

1235 Walton Way

752 Broad St.

2,259 SF office space for sale or lease. Formerly
utilized as a title loan storefront and office, this
building is well-suited to serve the surrounding
medical community. The building features an
aesthetically pleasing and durable standing seam roof
on the exterior and a large open floor plan. It would
work well as small clinic with some reconfiguration or
could be utilized as general professional office space.

4,562 square foot space in downtown Augusta for
lease. The space features 12-foot ceilings and is
comprised of one large open space that can be built to
the tenants specifications. Located on the 700 block of
downtown Augusta's main thoroughfare, Broad St., the
property offers great visibility in the heart of Augusta's
downtown. The interior features ornate historic ceiling
tiles and exposed brick.
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FEATURED PROPERTIES
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12TH ST. DOWNTOWN TRADE AREA - Q1:2021 VS Q2:2020
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COVID-19 COMPARISON

VISIT TRENDS: SUMMARY

VISIT TRENDS: HOURLY VISITS
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12TH ST. DOWNTOWN TRADE AREA - Q1:2021 VS Q2:2020

VISIT TRENDS: ESTIMATED NUMBER OF VISITS
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COVID-19 COMPARISON

VISIT TRENDS: LENGTH-OF-STAY
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12TH ST. DOWNTOWN TRADE AREA - Q1:2021 VS Q2:2020

TRAVEL PATTERNS VIA CUSTOMER JOURNEYS
Q1-2021
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COVID-19 COMPARISON

Q2-2020
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By Jonathan Aceves
Historic Tax credits are incredibly complex instruments. They
can be used to make historic renovation projects feasible that
otherwise would not make financial sense. They can be
coupled with other programs such as the opportunity zone
program or enterprise zone programs. This article will cover
some of the basics.

What are historic tax credits?
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HISTORIC TAX CREDIT
BASICS

Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits are available for developers
who renovate historic buildings. These include federal and
state historic tax credits. The federal tax credit is 20% of the
qualified expenses over 5 years. Most states (GA and SC
included) have 25% tax credits, often with a cap. Georgia’s tax
credit is capped at $300,000 for the time being, and South
Carolina’s is capped at 1,000,000.

Which buildings qualify for this credit?
Buildings located in historic districts or individually listed in
the national register of historic places qualify as well as
buildings deemed historically significant by the state historic
preservation office.

What are financial guidelines?
First, you must spend more than the adjusted basis in your
renovation. Make sure to talk with a tax professional to help
you organize this calculation. However, essentially you must
spend an amount greater than what the building is worth.
Second, only certain expenses are eligible for the credit—
these are “qualified rehabilitation expenditures” (QREs). QREs
include construction costs, taxes, consulting expenses,
architectural costs, among others. Generally, additions to the
building do not quality, as well as furnishings, commissions,
and appliances.

Are there guidelines for the renovation?
Yes. The secretary of the interior has guidelines for the
renovation they’d like applicants to follow. Some of these
include repairing rather than replacing historic elements,
preserving distinctive finishes and features, and maintaining
the historic character of the building.

Is there a required property hold time?
Yes. You must hold the property for 5 years.

Who can use historic tax credits?
In many cases, application of the Federal tax credit is limited
to passive income for taxpayers with adjusted gross income
above $250,000. Real estate professionals, short-term rental
operators, and C-corps are exempted from this rule.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
Retail vacancies in Downtown Augusta were
lower than the five-year average during the
second quarter, and they compressed in the
past year. The rate also comes in below the
region's average. Meanwhile, retail rents
have risen by 1.1% in the past 12 months.
While some retail space has delivered over
the past few years in Downtown Augusta,
developers at present are not particularly
active. Retail properties trade with regularity
in Downtown Augusta, and that remained
the case in the past year. At $89/SF, market
pricing is considerably lower than the
region's average pricing. The commercial
real estate environment, and particularly
the retail sector, remains uncertain thanks
to the pandemic. Even with the vaccines, it
is probable retailers will continue to face
turbulence in the coming quarters. Those
effects will likely linger for the foreseeable
future, impacting demand, rent growth, and
the capital markets in the process.

*Data compiled from Costar.com
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AUGUSTA MARKET
OVERVIEW - RETAIL

RETAIL MARKET SNAPSHOT
12 Month
Deliveries in SF
12 Month Net
Absorption in SF

Vacancy Rate

12 Month
Rent Growth

0
72.2K
4.9%
1.1%
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MARKET OVERVIEW
The Downtown Augusta Submarket in
Augusta contains about 4.5 million SF of
office space, which represents a sizable
chunk of the market's inventory. The
vacancy rate has fallen significantly over the
past year, but at 12.7%, the rate was above
the long-term average as of 2021Q2.
Net absorption over the past year came in at
about 130,000 SF, substantially above the
five-year average. Rents edged up by 0.4%
over the past year, which significantly trails
the area's average annual growth rate of
1.7% over the past decade. There are no
supply-side pressures on vacancy or rent
in the near term, as nothing is under
construction. The empty pipeline will limit
stock growth in the years to come, unusual
in a submarket like Downtown Augusta,
which has experienced an expansion of
7.5% in inventory over the past three years.
Office properties have traded with regularity
in recent years, though that momentum has
slowed in the past year. The coronavirus
remains a major disrupter to the economy at
large and creates profound uncertainty in
Augusta. The effect of the pandemic has the
potential to redefine the use of office space,
as employers reevaluate
the safety and health of workers.

*Data compiled from Costar.com
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AUGUSTA MARKET
OVERVIEW - OFFICE

OFFICE MARKET SNAPSHOT
12 Month
Deliveries in SF
12 Month Net
Absorption in SF

Vacancy Rate

12 Month
Rent Growth

0
127K
12.7%
0.4
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1427 Broad St.

JUST SOLD

by

1.37 acre tract of land for sale in Downtown Augusta.
Originally consisting of nine tracts, which have been
assembled for this sale. The property is zoned B-2
Commercial. The property features an auto repair
shop and office. The office features a main waiting
room, a large administrative office, and a smaller
office and a restroom. The total office square footage
is 1,200. The auto repair space is 2,250 square feet
and features 6 separate bays with car lifts.

1031 Ellis St.

JUST SOLD
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DOWNTOWN PROPERTIES SOLD

by

2394 SF for sale on Ellis St. in Augusta, GA. With
beautiful and ornate brick exterior the property
features the home of the Soultry Sounds
nighclub/bar on the first floor and three apartments
on the second. Amazing historic property next to
Hildebrant's Restaurant.
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DOWNTOWN PROPERTIES SOLD (CONTINUED)
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DOWNTOWN PROPERTIES SOLD (CONTINUED)
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DOWNTOWN PROPERTIES
FOR SALE
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TOP EXECTUTED DOWNTOWN LEASES - PAST 12 MONTHS
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LEASING OVERVIEW

MULTIFAMILY RENT CURVE OVER TIME (RENT/SF)
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DOWNTOWN PROPERTIES CURRENTLY FOR LEASE
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LEASING OVERVIEW
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DOWNTOWN PROPERTIES CURRENTLY FOR LEASE (CONTINUED)
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LEASING OVERVIEW

MULTIFAMILY RENT CURVE - ANNUAL COMPARISON (RENT/SF)
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TOP LEASES PAST 12 MONTHS
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LEASING OVERVIEW

Rental rates downtown have been steadily increasing over the past three years.
Class A Apartment rent in Q1 of 2021 averaged $1.50/SF/Mo for a 1000 SF unit, and
$1.95/SF/Mo for a 550 SF unit. We’ve defined Class A as relatively new, amenitized, and
close to the Central Business District. For our analysis we’ve included Canal-side, Beacon
Station, The Ironwood, and The Clubhouse.
Class B rents averaged $.85/SF/Mo for a 1000 SF unit, and $1.50 for a 550 SF Unit. We’ve
defined Class B as legacy apartments, generally built in the 90’s or before, often
unamenitized. For our analysis we included The Terraces at Summerville, the Downtowner,
Reid Place, the Maxwell House, and Crossroads Market.
The Olde Town neighborhood contains a high concentration of duplexes, triplexes, and
quads, and is seeing a rebirth as young professionals and families move in to the
neighborhood and renovate properties. Rental rates have risen dramatically, and averaging
$1.00/SF/Mo for an 800 SF apartment, and more for an updated unit. The typical tenant is
young, female, and not local, which is a dramatic shift from the makeup of the neighborhood
just three years ago. Multiple low-income housing developments in the neighborhood have
moved to market rate, with a resulting dramatic change in the overall neighborhood.
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VACANCY RATE
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LEASING OVERVIEW

AVAILABILITY RATE

*Data compiled from Costar.com
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NET ABSORPTION, NET DELIVERIES & VACANCY
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LEASING OVERVIEW RETAIL

VACANCY RATE

*Data compiled from Costar.com
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NET ABSORPTION, NET DELIVERIES & VACANCY
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LEASING OVERVIEW OFFICE

VACANCY RATE

*Data compiled from Costar.com
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MARKET RENT GROWTH (YOY)
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RENT RETAIL

MARKET RENT PER SQUARE FEET

*Data compiled from Costar.com
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MARKET RENT GROWTH (YOY)
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RENT OFFICE

MARKET RENT PER SQUARE FEET

*Data compiled from Costar.com
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SALES VOLUME & MARKET SALE PRICE PER SF
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SALES RETAIL

MARKET CAP RATE

*Data compiled from Costar.com
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SALES VOLUME & MARKET SALE PRICE PER SF
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SALES OFFICE

MARKET CAP RATE

*Data compiled from Costar.com
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Asking rents for industrial space in Augusta average $4.50/SF. This is about 40% below the asking
rents in Savannah and metro Atlanta, which is to be expected given the market's smaller size and
dated stock. Rent growth has remained positive. Throughout the past decade, logistics rent growth
helped push overall rents, posting a 4%-5% annual rate from 2014-18. In fact, this has helped asking
rents for logistics space in Augusta reach a new high. However, with the coronavirus pandemic slowing
demand, rent growth may decelerate in the coming quarters.

MARKET RENT GROWTH (YOY)
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LEASING OVERVIEW

MARKET RENT PER SQUARE FEET

*Data compiled by John Eckley is a mix of proprietary data and
data gathered from Costar.com
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OVERALL SUPPLY & DEMAND
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SUPPLY & DEMAND

GENERAL RETAIL SUPPLY & DEMAND

*Data compiled by John Eckley is a mix of proprietary data and
data gathered from Costar.com
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ADVISOR BIO
Jonathan serves as a Commercial Sales and Leasing
Advisor with Meybohm Commercial. Originally licensed in
2005, Jonathan specializes in downtown development,
portfolio planning, multifamily brokerage, and land & site
selection.
Jonathan’s portfolio planning has mostly centered around
advising owners with portfolios of commercial properties
regarding sales and 1031 exchanges, along with
underwriting potential transactions.
Jonathan has worked extensively in Site Selection and
Commercial Land Brokerage. Notable site selection clients
include Domino’s Pizza, SRP Federal Credit Union, Hardees,
Popeyes, Whit’s Frozen Custard, and many others.
Jonathan’s approach to site selection differs to that of many
of his competitors in that he starts from a list of all
potential sites, rather than simply on-market sites. This
tends to be more work but has led to finding off-market
ideal locations for his clients.
Jonathan also focuses on Multifamily brokerage, with his
track record including numerous downtown duplexes and
quads, along with Cedar Pines Apartments and Ridgewood
Apartments.His approach with multifamily is to reduce the
work required by a buyer to underwrite—leading to faster
sales and higher prices. He also works to justify the pricing
to proactively deal with potential appraisal issues, which he
encounters frequently as many of his sales are well above
market price.
Prior to working in Commercial Real Estate, Jonathan served as the CFO of Christ Community Health
Services for 6 years, overseeing finance and operations for a community health center employing 60 staff
and serving over 20,000 patients annually. He was responsible for financial modeling, annual budgeting,
and compliance, along with HR & IT.
Jonathan received his CCIM designation in 2020. He earned his BBA and MBA from Augusta University.
Jonathan lives in Downtown Augusta in the Olde Town neighborhood with his wife and five children. He has
lived in Augusta for over 20 years, has served as a deacon at First Presbyterian Church, and is an active part
of the Olde Town Neighborhood Association.
In his spare time, Jonathan enjoys reading, cycling, and spending time with his kids.
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Jonathan Aceves, CCIM, MBA
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ADVISOR BIO
Consultative, client-focused and analytical, John is an
industrial and commercial advisor for Meybohm
Commercial, where his aim is to guide clients in
accomplishing their greater collective financial goals,
through portfolio planning, deal analysis and excellent
client service.
John earned his MBA and civil engineering degrees from
Clemson University and is in the final stages of pursuing his
CCIM (Certified Commercial Investment Member)
designation. It’s a combination of experience held by only
John and his team member Jonathan Aceves in the Augusta
market. John's extensive experience and training in solving
real-world problems are what direct him in developing
client strategies for real estate investments. John’s
specialties include industrial warehouse and flex-space
properties, land & site selection, and general commercial
work. He also partners with clients on their 1031 exchanges
and sale-leasebacks and serves the medical community for
both investment and office needs. His approach is unique,
because it combines his process-oriented, engineering
brain with his interest in developing strong relationships
with clients. He accomplishes this through a deep
conviction that any client's goal or need is his own, and
that ultimately they are to be treated to a level of service
that he would want himself or a near family member to
experience. “At a high level, I am passionate about helping
owners and business leaders accomplish their greater goals through strategic decision making and relish
the opportunity to serve them as a valued member of their greater financial team, especially as it relates to
real estate.” John was named to the Meybohm Presidents Club 2020, and his team received the 2020
Commercial Elite Agents of the Year – Silver for Meybohm Commercial. In his previous roles, John provided
consultation and marketing services to small businesses and managed a team of training experts at
Augusta University. John and his family have a particular love for downtown Augusta, having built the first
new home in the Olde Town neighborhood in several generations. He and his wife Sarah, three sons,
Sanders, Luke and Daniel, and daughter Anna Patten, have made their home in Olde Town for the past nine
years.
John is also a member and deacon at First Presbyterian Church in downtown Augusta. He serves as
treasurer of the Olde Town Neighborhood Association, is a member of the Heritage Academy Junior Board,
and serves on the board of directors for Saving Grace in Uganda, a street children’s ministry in East Africa.
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John Eckley, MBA, Civil Eng.
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ADVISOR BIO
Danielle has long been part of the transformation of
downtown Augusta as a renter, homeowner, renovator,
multifamily property owner and investor—and her passion and
experience give her an advantage and view beyond that of
many other agents. As an agent at Meybohm Commercial,
Danielle works with buyers, sellers and investors. She earned
the Greater Augusta Association of REALTORS’ “Quickest
Closed Property for a New REALTOR” recognition in 2020 and
was named to the Meybohm Presidents Club 2020. Her team
received the 2020 Commercial Elite Agents of the Year – Silver
for Meybohm Commercial. “My first priority is to make clients
happy. I listen to my clients' wants and needs to achieve the
best outcome in every transaction and strive to ensure that the
buying or selling process is fun, easy, and stress-free. My
clients can count on me any time of day when they have a
question or a concern.” Danielle’s other projects include
downtownaugustarentals.com, a property management
company she launched for renters and investors focused on
the Olde Town, Harrisburg and Summerville neighborhoods.
She also manages a short-term rental business managing
Airbnbs and offers staging for homes for sale or Airbnbs.
Before working in real estate, Danielle led branding,
marketing, and merchandising for a retail business and
provided financial services to a Massachusetts wealth
management firm, among other roles. The first thing you’ll notice about Danielle is her red hair and
big smile. Originally from Augusta, she has spent time in Boston where she learned to live life a little
out of the box, which has led her to a career where she is energized by the clients she works with and
the excitement that real estate offers. During her time up North, she also fell in love with three things:
Being a problem solver and facing challenges, Boston sports, and her husband—and two out of the
three are still going strong today. She and her husband, Chris, live in downtown Augusta’s Olde Town
neighborhood with their children, Mary Stewart, Charlie and Willa.
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Danielle Meikratz
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LOCAL EXPERTISE MEETS ADVANCED DATA & MARKETING

DATA-DRIVEN
DECISION-MAKING

TOP-OF-MARKET
LISTING PRESENTATION

The numbers speak for themselves and we
dig deep to understand ROI/IRR, so you
can know the best course given the data

We aim to present all of our listings in a
manner that allows the highest and best
user to understand if they should be
intersted in a matter of seconds.

SEGMENTED, DETERMINED
MARKETING

EXPERIENCED
NEGOTIATORS/DEAL-MAKERS

Augusta's largest team of commercial
brokers is also the areas most
sophisticated real estate marketers. We
collect, target and market our listings.

We negotiated on behalf of our clients,
making sure their best interests are closely
guarded, while creatively working with
others to get deals done!

BUSINESS-MINDED
EXPERTISE

ASSET-CLASS-FOCUSED

We are a team of CCIM-educated
brokers with MBAs and with experience
running our own businesses

T R O PER TEKR A M N W OT N W O D 1 Q

HOW WE HELP OUR CLIENTS

Being connected to the buyers, sellers,
landlords and tenants, and understanding
your particular type of asset matters. We
are team of brokers with specific assettype focus.
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